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We've greatly improved the Duplicate Bibs by Control Number report. The report now shows each 

work's year(s), edition, and better item listing. Best yet are the Control# and MARC# hyperlinks to the 

OPAC. It also has an option to merge simple matches by using a new Function [Dedup simple 

matches].  

You can access the report via Staff Functions->Reports->Cataloging and OPAC Reports->Duplicate 

Bibs Report by Control Number 

Once there, the screen will state the last date the report was compiled. 

--Click on “Recompile Report Now”. You will get a pop-up that states the report is compiling. 

--Close the pop-up and close out of the “Duplicate MARC Bibs by Control Number Report” screen. 

--After a few minutes, go back into “Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number.” You should see a note 

at the top of the screen that the report was last compiled on today’s date. 

--Click on “Workstation” to view the report. 

In summary, this report lists the duplicate records found in your catalog by the following controls: Tag 

001, LCCN, ISBN, ISSN, Call Number, URL, and Title and groups them accordingly on the report. 

You will also get a list that indicates possible duplicate bibs due to Bad ISBNs and ISSNs. 

The Workstation report is now enhanced to allow you to view the duplicate records in your OPAC by 

clicking on the hyperlinks for the control numbers or MARC numbers of the reported record 

duplications. 

 

ISBNs and MARC numbers are 

hyperlinked for easy viewing of records 

in your OPAC. 



Once you have reviewed the duplicates report, you can tell the system to fix any duplicates that are 

simple matches. Click on [Dedup simple matches] to merge the duplicates based on the following 

criteria. The following explanation can also be found by clicking on the “Help” button: 

“Function [Dedup simple matches] will merge the print 

holdings from the higher MARC number record into the lower MARC  

number record when: 

 

   - there are no URLs in the higher MARC number record; 

   - nearly exact titles (except for leading fill characters, 

     considerations for AND vs "&" in the title, and other 

     small punctuation considerations; 

   - same year and edition.” 

 

Click on “Dedup Simple Matches” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Click on “Workstation” to review the report listing the works which can be merged. 

 

Once you’ve reviewed the report. Click on “Close.” 

 

Example of duplicate merge report: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Next, the function offers to MARC Export the affected works: do so and make sure that you include 

the “Non-Serial Holdings”.  

 

 

Click on “Export” to save the file to your computer. Once completed, click on “Close”. 

 

A final pop-up confirms your choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

You will be brought to Batch Control which will report the deletion of the affected duplicate records: 

 

 

Please note that the report compilation must be no older than one  

day. 

 

 


